An original imputation technique of missing data for assessing exposure of newborns to perchlorate in drinking water
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Abstract. Introduction. Incompleteness of epidemiological databases is a major drawback when it comes to analyzing data. We conceived an epidemiological study to assess the association between newborn thyroid function and the exposure to perchlorate found in the tap water of the mother’s home. Only 9% of newborn’s exposure to perchlorate was known. The aim of our study was to design, test and evaluate an original method for imputing perchlorate exposure of newborns based on their maternity of birth. Methods. In a first database, an exhaustive collection of newborn’s thyroid function measured during a systematic neonatal screening was collected. In this database the municipality of residence of the newborn’s mother was only available for 2012. Between 2004 and 2011, the closest data available was the municipality of the maternity of birth. Exposure was assessed using a second database which contained the perchlorate levels for each municipality. We computed the catchment area of every maternity ward based on the French nationwide exhaustive database of inpatient stay. Municipality, and consequently perchlorate exposure, was imputed by a weighted draw in the catchment area. Missing values for remaining covariates were imputed by chained equation. A linear mixture model was computed on each imputed dataset. We compared odds ratios (ORs) and 95% confidence intervals (95% CI) estimated on real versus imputed 2012 data. The same model was then carried out for the whole imputed database. Results. The ORs estimated on 36,695 observations by our multiple imputation method are comparable to the real 2012 data. On the 394,979 observations of the whole database, the ORs remain stable but the 95% CI tighten considerably. Discussion. The model estimates computed on imputed data are similar to those calculated on real data. The main advantage of multiple imputation is to provide unbiased estimate of the ORs while maintaining their variances. Thus, our method will be used to increase the statistical power of future studies by including all 394,979 newborns.
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Introduction

Perchlorate salts are inorganic compounds containing the perchlorate anion. They are mainly used as propellant in rocket fuels, explosives or in airbag trigger system. When
released in groundwater, perchlorate anions stay unreactive for a long period of time. Humans can be exposed by eating food and drinking water that contains perchlorate. At doses incommensurate with environmental exposure, perchlorate inhibits the uptake of iodine by the thyroid by competing with iodine absorption in the Natrium-Iodine Symporter (NIS) leading to relative hypothyroidism. At environmental doses, some studies suggest the possibility of biological disorders, especially in women with iodine deficiency [1,2]. Pregnant women are more sensitive to altered uptake of iodine due to an increased clearance and fetal needs. In the case of decreases in iodine uptake, the thyroid can no longer compensate [3,4]. A similar mechanism may be observed on the fetal thyroid since perchlorate actively passes through the placental barrier [5,6]. Thus, small changes in maternal or fetal thyroid function could cause long-term effects on the neurological development of the child [7], such as autism, attention disorders, hyperactivity or decreased intelligence quotient (IQ) [8–10].

Perchlorate has been recently detected in tap water samples of the Nord Pas-de-Calais (NPDC), a region located in the North of France. Following this discovery, we set up an epidemiological study to assess the association between the concentration of perchlorate in the tap water supply of the mother’s home and newborn thyroid function. Thyroid function of all 394,979 newborns included in the study was evaluated by thyroid stimulating hormone (TSH) level after 3 days of life. Newborns were exposed to perchlorate during pregnancy through tap water. Perchlorate exposure was linked to newborn’s TSH level using municipality of residence of the newborn’s mother. Unfortunately, exposure was unknown because of a lack of data entry. The municipality of residence of the newborn’s mother was not systematically computerized before 2012. Thus, only 9% of the database could have been analyzed, leading to a major loss of statistical power.

Although many statistical methods exist to deal with incomplete datasets, their use is not yet systematic. Multiple imputation is the best method currently available [11]. Nowadays, computation time is no longer prohibitive and methods are incorporated into most statistical software. Therefore these techniques can be used in the epidemiological field. Multiple Imputation by Chained Equation is well-known method and can easily be performed with the statistical software R and its MICE package [12]. Its imputation algorithm uses the other variables to predict the missing value through multiple regressions. It can only be used under the missing completely at random assumption (MCAR). Moreover, this technique requires that less than 15% of data are missing. The municipality of residence of the newborn’s mothers was MCAR (not computerized). However the use of this “classical” method was here limited by the high percentage of missing geographic data before 2012 and the large number of possible locations. Indeed, the algorithm had to predict the birthplace from 1,545 municipalities. Furthermore, no other variable in the first dataset appeared to predict the municipality of residence of the newborn’s mother.

The aim of our study was to design, test and evaluate an original method for imputing the municipality of residence of the newborn’s mothers (and as a result the perchlorate exposure) based on their maternity of birth.
1. Methods

1.1. Material

The study population consisted of all newborns in NPDC maternity wards between December 1, 2004 and October 16, 2012, and whose mother was residing in one of the municipalities of the region aforementioned (N=394,979). This first database was an exhaustive collection of newborn’s thyroid function measured during a systematic neonatal screening in NPDC. We reused TSH level and other individual variables for our study. The second database contained tap water supply concentration of perchlorate, carried out in each of the 1,545 municipalities of NPDC. For each birth, the following variables were considered: TSH level, individual adjustment variables (term, birth weight, gender, date of birth, age at the time of sampling), and the maternity of birth. Exposure was defined as the concentration of perchlorate in the tap water supply of the municipality of residence of the mother’s home during her pregnancy. This data was only available for the year 2012 (N=36,695) which represent 9.28% of database.

The PMéSI database is a French nationwide exhaustive database of inpatient stays derived from the medical insurance payment system. For each inpatient stay, this database describes notably the Diagnosis Related Group (DRG). We reused it to extract all births in NPDC maternity over the study period. DRG of “vaginal” and “cesarean” deliveries enabled us to find all birth over the study period. Thus, we were able to determine the catchment area of the maternity wards. We computed the probability of birth in a municipality X for a given maternity ward as the number of births from municipality X divided by the total of birth in the maternity ward.

1.2. Missing Data Imputation Method

Imputation and statistical analysis were performed with R version 3.1.1 [13]. From the maternity ward of birth, we randomly selected a municipality of newborn’s mother weighted by the probabilities calculated from the catchment area. Thus, we were able to associate a concentration of perchlorate for each birth in the database. In the same way, we performed 20 draws from the database of perchlorate levels. Hence we obtain 20 concentrations of perchlorate for each birth. In the meantime, we imputed the missing data for gender, birth weight and term via chained equations method using MICE package [12]. The maximum number of iterations for the Gibbs sampler was limited to 20. We then merged each perchlorate concentration draw with the corresponding imputed dataset inside a multiply imputed dataset (class .mids of MICE package).

We carried out the same model on the 20 datasets: a multivariate linear regression model studying the relationship between perchlorate exposure and newborn TSH. We adjusted on individual variables, and add a random effect on municipality of residence (a unique exposure level by municipality lead to serial correlation of residuals). The resulting models only differed by their imputed values. The regression coefficients were pooled and the variability produced by the imputation was automatically taken into account by Rubin’s rules.

We evaluated the method by comparing the coefficients and 95% confidence intervals (95% CI) calculated on the 2012 real data (Gold Standard Model) versus 2012 with imputation of the municipality of residence (Imputed Model 1). Parameters were also computed for the whole 2004-2012 imputed database (Imputed Model 2).
2. Results

2.1. Descriptive Analysis of Imputed Data

We included 36,695 newborns in 2012 and 357,772 newborns between 2004 and 2011. Mean of gold standard exposure is 4.87 μg/l (median = 3.00). Perchlorate levels reach a maximum 77.00 μg/l. Multiple imputation of perchlorate exposure was performed creating twenty different distributions of perchlorate exposure. A graphically similar distribution was observed between the Gold Standard and Imputed Model 1 (Figure 1). Means range from 4.83 μg/l to 4.94 μg/l. Quartiles are identical in all imputed and real datasets. Three imputed dataset had a maximum of 67.00 μg/l.
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2.2. Comparison of Multivariate Analysis Coefficients and Confidence Intervals

In order to assess the accuracy of the imputation model, we compared odds ratios between Gold Standard and Imputed Model 1 (36,695 newborns). The ORs imputed from Model 1 show the same trends as the ORs of the Gold Standard (Table I). Variables number 4 and 5 are not statistically significant. The amplitude of the 95% CI is preserved between both models, which was confirmed by similar test statistics (t) for each model. When increasing the statistical power as in Imputed Model 2 (357,772 newborns), the ORs remain stable and the 95% CI tighten considerably (Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2 1.086 [1.0790 ; 1.094]</td>
<td>1.084 [1.076 ; 1.090]</td>
<td>1.077 [1.074 ; 1.079]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 0.99992 [0.99990 ; 0.99994]</td>
<td>0.99993 [0.99991 ; 0.99995]</td>
<td>0.99993 [0.99991 ; 0.99994]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 1.0007 [0.9989 ; 1.0026]</td>
<td>0.99990 [0.9971 ; 1.0008]</td>
<td>1.0017 [1.0012 ; 1.0022]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 0.999 [0.985 ; 1.014]</td>
<td>0.998 [0.986 ; 1.007]</td>
<td>1.002 [0.998 ; 1.006]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 0.979 [0.961 ; 0.997]</td>
<td>0.979 [0.961 ; 0.997]</td>
<td>0.947 [0.941 ; 0.953]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Discussion

In this study, we used an original imputation method to impute data in an epidemiological database. The model estimates computed on imputed data were similar to those calculated on real data, but with considerably tightened 95% CI.
Multiple imputation provides unbiased estimates of the OR while maintaining its variance (and the confidence interval) under the missing completely at random (MCAR) assumption. The probability of an observation being MCAR is independent of any observable or unobservable variable. The latter assumption is verified in our database as municipality was not computerized before 2012. Chained equation could not be used as is in our study. Indeed, this method needs the other variable in the dataset to be predictor of the imputed variable. Using term, birth weight, gender or date of birth as predictor of maternity of birth would have been inappropriate. Catchment area was therefore an interesting alternative to impute the municipality of the mother. The slight loss of power related to imputation procedure is largely compensated by the increased sample size by ten.

Although 36,695 is already a large epidemiological sample. However, the prevalence of thyroid dysfunction in newborn is less than 1/3,000. Therefore, a high number of births is required to get sufficient statistical power. Running multiple imputation on 20 datasets with more than 300,000 rows could have been computationally prohibitive some time ago. Nevertheless, computing power is continually improving and it was not an issue for our study. This method will be used to increase the statistical power by including newborns with imputed data for the municipality of the mother and consolidate our epidemiological conclusions.
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